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 Introduction 

Netcraft is positioned at the epicentre of the battle against cybercrime, and, 

through its Anti-Phishing community, has detected and blocked over 61.9 million 

unique phishing sites to date [May 2019].  

Netcraft’s customers include the largest banks in each of the UK, France, Germany, 

Spain, Italy, Belgium, Luxembourg and Norway; three of the largest ten banks in 

Africa; three of the largest five banks in Southeast Asia, eleven of the top fifty 

worldwide banks; two of the largest cryptocurrency companies; four of the top ten 

largest internet companies by revenue; tax authorities for countries totalling over 

$3 trillion in GDP; and three of the world’s top ten retailers. 

Since the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced plans for the UK government to 

work with Netcraft in November 2016, we have been protecting government 

departments and UK hosting infrastructure with automatic defences to reduce the 

impact of cyber-attacks affecting the UK. 

With the prevalence of the use of mobile devices within organisations it’s 

imperative to protect users against web-based threats. Using Netcraft’s App for iOS 

and Android, which is backed by Netcraft’s widely regarded threat feeds, will help 

you defend members of your organisation against web-based attacks when they 

are on the move.  

 Netcraft Background 

Netcraft is a privately owned company, funded through retained profit, and derives 

its revenue by providing the following: 

• Internet security services, including anti-fraud and anti-phishing services, 

application testing, code reviews, and automated penetration testing. 

• Research data and analysis on many aspects of the Internet. Netcraft has 

explored the Internet since 1995 and is a respected authority on the market 

share of web servers, operating systems, hosting providers, ISPs, encrypted 

transactions, electronic commerce, scripting languages and content 

technologies on the internet. 

Netcraft is based in Bath, United Kingdom, and has been a registered company in 

England and Wales since 1987 (company number 02161164).   

https://news.netcraft.com/archives/2016/11/01/the-chancellor-of-the-exchequer-sets-out-plans-for-the-uk-government-to-work-with-netcraft.html
https://news.netcraft.com/archives/2016/11/01/the-chancellor-of-the-exchequer-sets-out-plans-for-the-uk-government-to-work-with-netcraft.html
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/active-cyber-defence-one-year
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/active-cyber-defence-one-year
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 Service Description 

The great majority of victims of phishing fall for the attacks while using devices 

such as phones and tablets. This is because the mobile platforms optimise for 

usability rather than security and conserve bandwidth, battery lifetime & 

processing power by eschewing downloading large phishing blocklists.  

Chrome on Android and Safari on iOS both use Google’s Safe Browsing API to block 

phishing. However, Google’s Mobile Safe Browsing feed is not identical to the Safe 

Browsing feed used in desktop Chrome, with only a fraction of the blocks being 

made available to mobile users.  

 

Phishing site blocked in Google Chrome 

(Desktop) 

 

Phishing site not blocked in Mobile 

Safari, despite “Fraudulent Website 

Warning” setting being enabled. 

There is however an elegant solution to this problem available on both the Android 

and iOS platforms that will allow blocking of phishing, web-inject malware, non-

consensual cryptocurrency mining and shopping site skimmers.  

Through Apple’s Content Filter Provider API, available in iOS 9 or later, Netcraft is 

able to immediately and automatically disable access to phishing and web-based 

malware targeting your organisation in Safari – and any other apps using standard 

web connections – for your employees issued with MDM-managed corporate iOS 

devices. 

Similarly, Netcraft is able to use an accessibility service on Android to disable 

access to malicious sites in popular Android web browsers, including Chrome, for 

employees who grant the required permission. 

Netcraft will provide a mobile application for both iOS and Android that will protect 

members of your organisation who use mobile devices against web-based 

cybercrime. 

 

https://security.googleblog.com/2015/12/protecting-hundreds-of-millions-more.html

